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Suppression of angular-momentum mixing in precision solutions of the Schro¨dinger equation
for photoexcitation of Rydberg states

H. G. Muller
FOM, Institute for Atomic and Molecular Physics, Kruislaan 407, 1098 SJ Amsterdam, The Netherlands

~Received 5 April 2001; published 24 April 2002!

Numerical integration of the Schro¨dinger equation for the resonant single-photon excitation from the 1s to
10p state in atomic hydrogen has been used to produce solutions converged to a precision of a few parts per
million. At all intensities investigated~in the range 10–100 TW/cm2), the population in the states having
angular momentum higher than,51 after a narrowband~500 fs! laser pulse are found to be neglible. This
shows that off-resonant states can effectively suppress Raman-like transitions to degenerate states of higher
angular momentum. Instead of such mixing, strong Rabi-like oscillations between 1s and thenp Rydberg
series are observed.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevA.65.055402 PACS number~s!: 32.80.Rm
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It has been recently suggested that the very large dip
coupling between degenerate Rydberg states could caus
fective population transfer between such states at comp
tively low intensity @1#. This mixing of angular momenta
would manifest itself among other things in the generation
high harmonics. More extensive considerations, taking i
account the existence of the many neighboring Rydb
manifolds, have shown that such levels might conspire
counteract this mixing@2#. Despite the fact that coupling
with such levels is much weaker than those within the re
nant manifold, a large number of such states that are av
able makes them nevertheless important. This mixing s
pression mechanism has been called multistate off-reso
quantum coherence~MORQ!.

MORQ has been criticized@3,4# because it was first dem
onstrated in a model system with properties that approac
that of a true atom only in the limit of infinitely high princi
pal quantum numbern ~such as constant level spacing!. This
casted some doubt on how well the mechanism would p
form under less idealized conditions. Especially at lowern,
the Rydberg level spacing varies appreciably over the la
range of off-resonant states needed to effect the suppres

In this paper we, therefore, investigate a more reali
description of a hydrogen atom, driven by a laser that re
nantly excites the~initial! 1s ground state to then510
Rydberg level~laser frequencyv50.495). The laser field is
described in the dipole approximation. Since the wavelen
of the light is 1739 bohrs, much larger than the size of
involved atomic states, this should be reasonable. Furt
more, it allows comparison with earlier work, which wa
using the dipole approximation as well.

For the more realistic system no analytical solutions to
Schrödinger equation can be obtained. However, numer
methods for integrating partial differential equations co
bined with progress in computer technology have reache
point where solutions can be obtained to almost any des
precision@5–7#. In linear polarization, cylindrical symmetr
reduces the problem to a two-dimensional one. Unlike m
two-dimensional problems, the current one is not entir
trivial: the small level spacing of the Rydberg states~which
reflects their long orbit times! requires laser pulses of narro
bandwidth to excite them selectively, and such pulses con
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extraordinarily large numbers of cycles. In addition, Rydbe
states cover a lot of space, necessitating a large grid.

In the present paper, we consider a laser pulse of 3
cycles, with a sine-square envelope. This pulse most clo
resembles the Gaussian pulses used by other authors@8#,
with a full width at half maximum duration of about 500 fs
Representation on an angular-momentum, radial-posi
grid with constant radial step has been shown to allow e
cient integration of the Schro¨dinger equation for this kind of
problem@9#. The advantage of grid methods is the local n
ture of the coupling: A finite-difference representation of t
radial derivatives couples only neighboring radial poin
while the angular-momentum selection ruleD,561 ~in the
dipole approximation! guarantees the same in the, dimen-
sion. This not only makes the propagation very efficient,
also allows for a gooda priori check on convergence with
grid size: if the wave packet never reaches the boundar
the integration box at any time during the calculation,
could not possibly have gone beyond the grid edges. N
that representation of the wave function on a basis of ato
~bound and continuum! eigenstates is much less transpare
since such states couple to all other states of allowed ang
momentum, also to those not taken into account. This es
tially brings the entire wave function in contact with th
‘‘box boundary’’ all the time.

The outer turning point of then510 Rydberg manifold is
located at 2n25200 bohrs from the nucleus, and to ma
sure that weakly bound electrons would not be disturbed
the grid boundary we took the latter at 500 bohrs. Electro
ionized by two-photon absorption in principle would trav
up to 40 000 bohrs during the pulse, and it would be ne
lessly expensive to try to prevent them from reaching
boundary. Instead, an absorbing potential prevents reflect
of this ionization current, in order to minimize the effects
the finite grid size on the wave function in the neighborho
of the atom. The part of the continuum that could be resp
sible for Raman-like two-photon transitions@10# between
Rydberg states of different,, is thus fully and accurately
represented.

For weakly bound or free electrons the velocity gauge
usually the most efficient one for computation@11#, since the
©2002 The American Physical Society02-1
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huge value of theE•r potential at larger makes the behavio
of the wave function in the length gauge rather wild, wh
A•p is usually quite small. The wave functions in the tw
gauges are related by a simple multiplicative phase fa
exp(iAr cosq). In the current problem, due to the high las
frequency, the vector potentialA5E0 /v is not yet too high,
and atE050.0293 the complex phase of the gauge-transfo
factor does not exceed 30 cosq anywhere in the box~and is
limited to only 12 cosq in the classically allowed region o
an n510 state!. The angular dependence introduced by t
can be represented by about 20 extra angular momenta
that length-gauge calculations are not entirely impossi
Thus both length- and velocity-gauge calculations were p
formed, the comparison providing an independent conv
gence check.

Integrations were performed for pulses of three differ
peak intensities, 10, 30, and 100 TW/cm2 ~corresponding to
peak fields of 0.016 88, 0.0293, and 0.053 38 a.u., res
tively!. In all cases, the ground state was completely deple
on the rising edge of the pulse, by excitation to high Rydb
states~Fig. 1!. Ionization by a two-photon process apparen
hardly occurs: it would take electrons resulting from th
process only about 40 cycles to reach the grid end wh
their absorption causes a decrease of the wave-func
norm, and such a decrease is hardly observed~less than 1%
over the entire pulse!. Instead, the entire population goes in
high Rydberg orbits. After the ground-state population h
zero @12#, population is pumped back from these Rydbe
states to the ground state in a Rabi-like oscillation cyc
Unlike Rabi oscillations in a two-level system, however, t
population never goes back entirely to the ground state
though it can go entirely to the Rydberg states several tim
during the pulse.

Due to the narrow bandwidth of the light, the calculati
is extremely sensitive to the frequencies of the involved

FIG. 1. Totals-state population in a hydrogen atom exposed t
sine-square laser pulse as a function of time. The curves
sampled at electric-field maxima~where angular momentum mean
the same in length and velocity gauge!. The driving pulse is tuned
to the 1s-10p transition. The intensities are 10, 30, an
100 TW/cm2.
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ergy levels. In the Crank-Nicholson approximation (
1 iH t)21(12 iH t), used to implement the atomic propag
tor, the frequency with which an eigenstate evolves is
equal to the eigenvalueE of the HamiltonianH, but rather to
1/t arctanEt. As a consequence, the effective level energ
become a function of the temporal step size 2t. Rapid con-
vergence with respect to spatial and temporal step size
only obtained if we keep the ground-state frequency fixed
its asymptotic value of20.5, by tweaking the atomic poten
tial in the first grid point@13#. An energy shift of 1024 har-
tree already results in a markedly different behavior of
solution, where the ground-state population no longer d
all the way to zero, but stays well above 5%.

The grid spacing was chosen as 0.25 bohr. The fou
order finite-difference scheme used@9# is extremely accurate
for this step size on the low momenta of Rydberg states,
only electrons that are close to the nucleus have mom
high enough that effects of the discretization are noticea
The ground state suffers most from this, and without a
tweaking it would have energy of20.500 37. The integra-
tion in the velocity gauge needs only five angular mome
(,54 has a maximum population of 1.631029), and with
100 steps per optical cycle it is converged at the level o
few parts per million provided we correct the potential in t
first point such that the corresponding eigenvalue of
Hamiltonian becomes20.500 168~so that its effective fre-
quency is20.500 000).

The length-gauge calculation~only attempted atE0
50.0293) is more difficult to converge; it needs about
angular momenta, and even at 400 steps per cycle the re
deviate from the converged limit by about 0.1%.~Clear qua-
dratic convergence with respect tot, however, makes ex
trapolation to this limit easy, and the extrapolated values
incide with the velocity-gauge results.! The more demanding
behavior with respect to the time step can be explained
the high instantaneous value of theE•r part of the Hamil-
tonian at large distance: at the outer turning point this ene
can go up to 6 hartree, causing a very rapid phase evolu
that needs a very small time step for accurate descriptio

Analysis of the wave function in terms of angular m
menta shows that only thep states contain significant popu
lation in the velocity gauge. Of the higher angular momen
only the d space has a population of a few parts per 14,
mostly consisting of the continuum electrons from tw
photon ionization in transit to the grid end. The other pop
lations stay below 1027 at any time. In the length-gaug
calculation, the same is true only at times of electric-fie
maxima. At those times length and velocity gauges coinc
so any differences here can only be due to calculational e
At other times, the length-gauge population is spread
over a broad range of angular-momentum states. At elec
field zero crossings near the peak of the pulse the distribu
over angular momenta is approximately flat up to,510, and
tails off quickly beyond that until it reaches the 1025 level at
,519.

The laser pulse is designed such that it has zero dc c
ponent, so that after it is finished the two gauges also co
cide. At all intensities the calculations predict similar resu
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for the final situation, distributing the population betweens
and p states. Practically all continuum electrons have
caped the box by that time, and the population in the hig
angular momenta is less than 1027. Energy analysis in the
various subspaces shows that thes population resides en
tirely in 1s ~less than 10214 in 10s), while thep population
is almost entirely in 10p.

In conclusion, we can say that the MORQ mechani
seems to suppress angular-momentum mixing just as
fectly in the case of Rydberg states as low asn510 in a real
hydrogen atom, as it did in the rather idealized and simplifi
model for such states in the limitn→` @2#. This is true
despite the high depletion of the ground state, which mi
seem surprising in view of the fact that in the origin
MORQ demonstration ground-state depletion was co
pletely neglected. The main effect causing the angu
momentum mixing suppression, however, was the dynam
within the Rydberg manifold, which was treated in a co
pletely nonperturbative way. How strongly the ground st
is then coupled to this manifold is of no consequence.

The conclusion that MORQ works in a realistic atom a
contradicts an earlier calculation@8#, which found results
similar to ours for short~6 fs! pulses, but strong mixing in
long-pulse conditions nearly identical to those used he
This latter calculation was done on a basis set of 897 ato
eigenstates in the length gauge. To compare the two calc
tions, we can express the operators used in the grid calc
tion on the basis of eigenfunctions of the discretized ato
Hamiltonian. The matrix representation of the two operat
relevant for the time evolution~the atomic Hamiltonian and
05540
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the laser interaction! in this basis set coincides with an ex
tremely high precision to the exact representation, at leas
the subspace of the grid calculation spanned by the
cretized eigenvectors corresponding to states used in
@8#.

The accuracy with which the grid representation of t
problem approaches the true~continuous! one for the same
number of angular momenta and the same box size is es
tially determined by how well the radial overlap integrals a
approximated by a sum over grid points. The main error
the type of functions occurring in this problem comes fro
near the origin, and thus affects the low angular mome
most. The energies ofs andp states are found to be accura
to a few microhartrees, and the dipole matrix elements
s-p transitions have errors less than 0.1% of their value. T
Hilbert space spanned by the grid calculation thus seem
completely include that spanned by the 897 states of
eigenfunction basis, and should accurately copy all the
haviors within that space. The only explanation for the qua
tatively very different results that we could think of is, ther
fore, that an important part of the dynamics goes on outs
this space~i.e., the eigenstate calculation of Ref.@8# was not
yet fully converged!.

This work was a part of the research program of FO
~Fundamental Research on Matter!, which was subsidized by
NWO ~Netherlands Organization for the Advancement
Scientific Research!. I thank Jan Petter Hansen for usef
discussions.
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